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1 Introduction
We demonstrate the use of SNeRE, the acting component of
the SNePS knowledge representation, reasoning, and acting
system, by showing its use to implement a wumpus world
agent[Russell and Norvig, 1995]1. For this purpose, we use
SNePS 2.6.2, which consists of SNePS 2.6.1[Shapiroet al.,
2004] plus some patch files. We usually name our SNePS-
based agents Cassie[Shapiro, 1989; 1998; Shapiro and Is-
mail, 2003; Shapiroet al., 2000; Shapiro and Rapaport, 1987;
1991]. To distinguish Cassie in the role of the wumpus world
agent, we will call her CassieW.

Our main motivation in developing intelligent systems is
to model general human-level intelligence, not to maximize
the use of computing power to optimize problem solving.
CassieW has been developed accordingly.

2 The Wumpus World
The wumpus world consists of a rectangular world of cells,
within which is a rectangular cave, the size of which can vary
from run to run. The cells within the cave are considered to
be rooms; the border of the cave is a wall formed by cells that
are not rooms. Each cell is identified by its Cartesian coor-
dinates,cell( x,y ) , −1 ≤ x ≤ maxx , −1 ≤ y ≤ maxy ,
wheremaxx andmaxy are parameters that are fixed within a
set of runs.cell(0,0) is always in one corner of the cave,
and is CassieW’s “home room”, where she starts, facing east.

Each room in the cave, other thancell(0,0) , has a 20%
probability of containing a pit. A live wumpus and a bar of
gold are also placed in the cave randomly. Neither can be in
cell(0,0) nor in a room with a pit, although they can be
in the same room as each other.

If CassieW ever goes into a room containing a pit or the live
wumpus, she dies. However, in each of the rooms adjacent
to a room that contains a pit, CassieW can detect a breeze,
and in each of the rooms adjacent to a room that contains the
wumpus, she can detect a stench. She can also detect a glitter
in the room with the gold.

CassieW starts out with one arrow. If she shoots the arrow,
it will travel in the direction she is facing until it either hits the
wumpus or the far wall. If it hits the wumpus, the wumpus
dies and CassieW can hear it scream.

1As described on http://www.cl.inf.tu-
dresden.de/ ∼mit/LRAPP/wumpus/wumpus.htm

Figure 1: The Wumpus World. CassieW is in the upper, left-
hand corner, facing east. The small yellow dot is the gold;
the red circle southwest of the gold is the wumpus; the other
(black) circles are the pits.

CassieW’s task is to find the gold, grab it, return home (to
cell(0,0) ), and stop.

For the graphical aspects of CassieW and her wumpus
world, we are using Byron Weber Becker’s Java implemen-
tation of Rich Pattis’ Karel the Robot2. Due to constraints of
this system,cell(0,0) is in the north-west corner instead
of its usual position in the south-west corner;cell(1,0) is
to its east, andcell(0,1) to its south. Our wumpus world
is shown in Fig. 1.

CassieW is capable of performing the following standard
wumpus-world primitive acts.

• go( d) : If d is left or right , CassieW turns90◦ left
or right, respectively. Ifd is forward , CassieW goes
to the room in front of her. However, if there is a wall
in front of her, she doesn’t move, but can detect that she
has bumped into the wall.

• do(grab) : CassieW grabs for the gold; if she’s in the
room with the gold, she’s successful.

• do(shoot) : If she still has her arrow, CassieW shoots
it.

2seehttp://www.learningwithrobots.com/



• do(stop) : CassieW terminates all her activity; if she’s
atcell(0,0) , she exits the cave.

• senseFor( percept ) : CassieW actively senses for
one of the possible percepts:stench , breeze , or
glitter . See§11 for how CassieW perceives bumps
and screams.

CassieW can alsodo(nothing) , which is the act of not
doing anything.

When CassieW either stops or dies, she receives a score,
which is printed. The total score is the sum of: -1 for each
go( d) , do(grab) , or do(stop) ; -10 for do(shoot) ;
-1,000 for dying; and +1,000 for being incell(0,0) with
the gold when CassieW stops.

3 Use of The GLAIR Architecture
CassieW is implemented following the GLAIR (Grounded
Layered Architecture with Integrated Reasoning) architec-
ture [Hexmoor et al., 1993; Hexmoor and Shapiro, 1997;
Shapiro and Ismail, 2003], and uses the following layers.

The Knowledge Layer (KL) is the layer at which “con-
scious” reasoning takes place. The KL is implemented in
SNePS[Shapiro, 2000; Shapiroet al., 2004], and its sub-
system SNeRE (the SNePS Rational Engine)[Kumar, 1996;
Kumar and Shapiro, 1994a; 1994b; Shapiroet al., 2004].
SNePS, in turn, is implemented in Common Lisp.

The Perceptuo-Motor Layer, Sublayer a (PMLa) Con-
tains the Common Lisp implementation of the actions that are
primitive at the KL. PMLa is implemented in a way that takes
into account the top-level design of the agent, but is indepen-
dent of the implementation of the agent’s body.

The Perceptuo-Motor Layer, Sublayer b (PMLb) Im-
plements the functions of PMLa taking into account the par-
ticular implementation of the agent’s body and environment.
CassieW’s PMLb uses Franz Inc.’s Allegro CL jLinker3 to
link Common Lisp code to Java programs, in which the lower
layers are implemented.

The Perceptuo-Motor Layer, Sublayer c (PMLc); The
Sensori-Actuator Layer (SAL); and The Environment are
implemented as a set of Java classes and methods that special-
ize the Java implementation of Karel the Robot, and which is
responsible for the display in Fig. 1.

4 Some SNePS Basics
A SNePS knowledge base is seen as containing the beliefs
of the agent, itself, rather than being information about the
agent. In that sense, the SNePS KB containsfirst-personbe-
liefs of the agent. Of course, an agent may have beliefs about
other agents, and these nested beliefs can be represented in
SNePS[Shapiro and Rapaport, 1991; Chalupsky and Shapiro,
1996], but this facility is not used for CassieW. Another as-
pect of first-person representation is that what is criterial for
a belief’s being in the KB is not that it is true in the world,
but that the agent is justified in believing it.

Similarly, SNePS can be used to reason about the actions
of other agents, but the primary use of the SNePS acting sys-

3See http://www.franz.com/support/documentation/7.0/doc/

tem, and the use presented in this paper, is for the agent, it-
self, to act: it is a first-person acting system. It is also an
on-line acting system. That is, it’s primary use, and the use
presented in this paper, is to control the agent’s current acting.
CassieW acts in her world, and, when necessary, she reasons
about what she should do next based on: her beliefs about the
current state of the world; the evidence of her sensory appa-
ratus; a set of small stored or inferred plans (recipes) for car-
rying out certain actions or for bringing about certain states.
This sensing, reasoning, and inferring is done on-line, while
CassieW is acting.

The contents of CassieW’s KL (her beliefs) will be shown
using SNePSLOG[Shapiroet al., 2004], which is one of
a set of interface languages used to interact with SNePS
agents. The current SNePSLOG syntax does not allow a for-
mula to be a simple atomic symbol. It must consist of at
least one function or predicate symbol with at least one argu-
ment. For example, neither a proposition such asHaveGold
nor an act such asshoot is legal. Instead, CassieW uses
Have(gold) anddo(shoot) , respectively.

In SNePS, propositions are reified[Shapiro, 1993]. That
is, they are considered first-class members of the domain.
So it is not really the case thatHave, as used above, is a
predicate symbol, nor thatHave(gold) is a sentence de-
noting a truth value. Instead,Have is a function symbol,
andHave(gold) is a proposition-valued functional term.
Similarly, the SNePSLOG expressionHave(gold) and
∼Alive(wumpus) is a functional term denoting the propo-
sition, “I have the gold and the wumpus is not alive.”A
SNePS agent may contemplate or have beliefs about proposi-
tions that it does not believe. If CassieW believes that she is
facing east, we will say that she believesFacing(east) ,
or that Facing(east) is asserted. An explicitHolds
predicate is neither needed nor used.

The designers of any reasoning system must face the issue
of, when new information,p, is inferred, should it be saved
in the knowledge base? This is a traditional space-time trade-
off. However, it may also be thatp is a necessary step of a
much longer derivation ofq, and storingp may shorten that
later derivation. Focussing on this role forp, we will refer
to derived information that might or might not be saved in
the knowledge base aslemmas. SNePS has been designed to
save lemmas in the knowledge base.

Another basic decision for the designers of an agent is
whether to give the agent a model of time. By this we mean
whether the agent will have beliefs that certain events hap-
pened, or that certain acts were performed, at certain times.
Some previous versions of Cassie (e.g., [Shapiro, 1998;
Ismail and Shapiro, 2000; Ismail, 2001; Shapiro and Ismail,
2003]) had models of time. The alternative to a model of time
is to have the agent have only situation-independent beliefs
and beliefs about the current situation. These can, of course,
include beliefs about past events and acts as long as multiple
past times needn’t be distinguished. CassieW does not have
a model of time, but can believe propositions such asVis-
ited(cell(2,3)) , meaning “I have visited cell (2,3).”

The belief that a fluent, a situation-dependent proposition,
held at a paticular time, once believed, may remain believed.
However, the belief that a fluent holdsnow must be disbe-



lieved once it no longer holds. If any lemmas were derived
from such fluents, they must be disbelieved also. SNePS uses
SNeBR[Martins and Shapiro, 1988], an assumption-based
truth maintenance system, for such house-cleaning.

Since the developers of SNePS have been interested
in modeling general human-level intelligence, we have
not built any numerical processing into SNePS. Therefore
CassieW has been given the explicit beliefsIsa( i , Num-
ber) ,−1 ≤ i ≤ max (maxx ,maxy), andSuccessor( i ,
i+1 ) ,−1 ≤ i < max (maxx ,maxy).

5 Directions and State Constraints
CassieW has a sense of direction, for which she uses: the
individual constants,north , south , east , and west
denoting the four directions; the individual constantDi-
rection denoting the category of directions; and the
proposition Isa( {north,south,east,west }, Di-
rection) denoting the proposition that north, south, east,
and west are directions. The proposition that each ofnorth ,
south , east , andwest is aDirection follows from this
by the SNePS method of reduction inference[Shapiro, 1991].

CassieW also needs to know how the directions are ar-
ranged around the compass, for which she uses:Clock-
wise( d1,d2 ) for the proposition that directiond2 is
clockwise from directiond1 . CassieW believesClock-
wise(north, east) , Clockwise(east, south) ,
Clockwise(south, west) , andClockwise(west,
north) .

CassieW needs to know what direction she’s facing.
For this, she uses the propositionFacing( d) , for the
proposition, “I am facing directiond”. as well as the
belief that she’s always facing in exactly one direction:
andor(1,1) {Facing(north), Facing(south),
Facing(east), Facing(west) }. In SNePSLOG,
andor(i,j) {P1, ..., Pn }, where{P1, ..., Pn }
is a set of propositions, denotes the proposition that at leasti
and at mostj of the nPk are true. Soandor(1,1) {P1,
..., Pn } denotes the proposition that exactly one of the
Pk is true, and constitutes astate constraint. The use of
state constraints will be discussed in§8. Note also that
andor(0,0) is generalized nor, and∼p is an abbreviation
of andor(0,0) {p}. At the beginning, CassieW believes
that Facing(east) , from which it follows that she isn’t
facing north, south, or west.

6 The Cells and Rooms
Each cell in the wumpus world is denoted by the func-
tional term cell( x,y ) . At the beginning, CassieW
is given the beliefs thatIsa(cell( x,y ), Room) ,
∼Isa(cell( x,-1 ), Room) , and ∼Isa(cell( -
1,y ), Room) , where 0≤ x ≤ maxx , 0 ≤ y ≤ maxy ,
andRoomis an individual constant denoting the category of
rooms in the cave, A cell that is not a room is part of the wall
surrounding the cave, so CassieW starts off knowing where
the north and west walls are. She will have to discover where
the south and east walls are by herself.

CassieW is also given complete adjacency information us-
ing Adjacent3( c1,c2,d ) for the proposition that cell

c2 is d-of cell c1 . That is, CassieW believes that each room
in the cave, including rooms next to walls, is adjacent to four
cells.

Sometimes it is sufficient for CassieW to know that two
rooms are adjacent without thinking about which direction
one is from the other. For this, she uses the propositionAd-
jacent( c1,c2 ) , for the proposition that cellc1 is adja-
cent to cellc2 . Adjacent( c1,c2 ) is derivable fromAd-
jacent3( c1,c2,d ) by reduction inference.

CassieW is always in some cell (that’s a room). Her belief
that she’s in cellc is represented byIn( c ) . CassieW is ini-
tialized with the belief thatIn(cell(0,0)) , and the state
constraint thatandor(1,1) {..., In(cell(x,y)),
... }, for 0 ≤ x ≤ maxx , 0 ≤ y ≤ maxy .

Each room can also contain the wumpus or a pit. Of course,
some room contains the gold, but CassieW never reasons
about that — when she detects a glitter, she just grabs the
gold. For the belief that a particular room contains the wum-
pus or a pit, CassieW usesContains( r,x ) , denoting the
proposition that roomr containsx .

For the second argument ofContains , we use one of
the individual constants,wumpus or pit . Althoughwum-
pus denotes the one and only individual wumpus, there is
no need to individuate particular pits, sopit is actually be-
ing used like a mass noun — one individual constant for
all the pits. One might readContains(cell(3,5),
pit) as “Cell (3,5) contains pit.” At the start, CassieW
believes that∼Contains(cell(0,0), wumpus) and
∼Contains(cell(0,0), pit) .

For conciseness, we also useSafe( c ) for the proposi-
tion, “cell c is safe for me to enter”. Safety and containing a
pit or the wumpus are connected by the beliefs thatall(c)
( ∼Contains(c,pit) => ( {∼Alive(wumpus),
∼Contains(c,wumpus) } v=> {Safe(c) })) ,
and all(c)( {Safe(c) } v=> {∼Contains(c,
pit), andor(1,2) {∼Contains(c, wumpus),
∼Alive(wumpus) }}) , whereAlive(wumpus) , means
that the wumpus is alive. In SNePSLOG,{A1, ..., An }
v=> {C1, ..., Cm } means that if anyAi is believed,
then anyCj may be believed.

Recall that all the rooms in the cave are cells, and have
four adjacent cells. CassieW distinguishes rooms from
walls by believing that each room is a cell,c , for which
Isa(c,Room) , but that each wall-cell is a cell,c , for which
∼Isa(c,Room) . She never knowingly goes into a wall-
cell, but she does believe thatall(c)( ∼Isa(c, Room)
=> Safe(c)) , which helps her locate the pits and the
wumpus.

7 Propositions, Acts, and Policies
SNeRE recognizes three particular types of domain entities:
propositions, acts, and policies. Propositions are entities that
can be believed and whose negations can be believed. Acts
are entities that a SNeRE agent can perform. Policies connect
propositions and acts. Two SNeRE built-in policies are used
by CassieW:

whendo( p,a ) : When I believe the propositionp,
I will perform the acta.



wheneverdo( p,a ) : Whenever I believe the
propositionp, I will perform the acta.

In each case, if the policy has been adopted, the agent per-
forms a when forward inference causesp to be believed.
Also a is performed ifp is already believed when the pol-
icy is adopted with forward inference. The difference is that
awhendo policy is unadopted after firing once, but awhen-
everdo remains adopted until explicitly unadopted.

We call something that the agent can perform anact. An
act consists of anaction and zero or more arguments. For
example, CassieW’s act of going one cell forward, expressed
in SNePSLOG asgo(forward) , consists of the action of
going (go) and the argument forward (forward ).

Since the smallest well-formed SNePSLOG expression is
a functional term consisting of a function symbol and at least
one argument, we use the functional termdo( a) to represent
the act of performing the actiona on no arguments.

Any agent has a repertoire of primitive actions it can per-
form. We will say that an act whose action is a primitive
action is a primitive act. We will call other acts and actions
complex.

SNeRE comes with a set of preprogrammed primitive ac-
tions: mental actions, discussed in the next section, and con-
trol actions. The control actions used by CassieW (for the
complete set, see[Shapiroet al., 2004]) are:
• do-all( {a1, ..., an }) : Perform all the actsa1,
..., an in random order.
• do-one( {a1, ..., an }) : Perform one of the acts
a1, ..., an chosen randomly.
• prdo-one( {pract(x1, a1), ..., pract(xn,
an) }) : Perform one of the actsaj , with probability
xj/(x1 + ... + xn) .
• snif( {if(p1,a1),...,if(pn,an)[,
else(da)] }) : Using backward inference, determine
which of the pi hold. If any do, randomly choose one
of them, saypj , and performaj . If none of thepi can
be inferred, and ifelse(da) is included, performda .
Otherwise, do nothing.
• snsequence(a1, a2) : Perform a1 , and then
perform a2 . For sequences of three acts,snse-
quence3(a1,a2,a3) is used.
• withsome(?x, p(?x), a(?x), da) : Using back-
ward inference, determine which, if any, entities satisfy the
open propositionp(?x) . If any do, randomly choose one,
saye, and performa(e) . If no entity satisfiesp(?x) , per-
form da . withsome/3 is like withsome , but withda de-
faulting to do nothing.withall/3 is like withsome/3 ,
but performsa(e) on alle that satisfyp(?x)

Additional primitive acts must be defined by the agent de-
signer, and implemented in the PML and SAL. The primitive
acts used by CassieW were described in§2.

8 Mental Acts
The two mental actions arebelieve anddisbelieve .

When a SNeRE agent performs the mental actdisbe-
lieve( p) , the result is that ifp is a believed proposition,
it is no longer believed, and ifp is an adopted policy, it is no
longer adopted. Note that disbelieving a proposition does not

cause its negation to be believed, and that whenp is disbe-
lieved, SNeBR causes any lemmas that depended onp to also
be disbelieved (see§4).

When a SNeRE agent performs the mental actbe-
lieve( p) , the result is: ifp is a policy, it is adopted; ifp
is a proposition, it is believed as an hypothesis; and, in either
case, forward inference is done withp. The forward infer-
ence may cause other propositions to be believed, policies to
be adopted, and adopted policies to trigger.

However, beforebelieve changes the belief status of a
propositionp, it performs a limited form of belief revision4

[Alchourrónet al., 1985]:

1. If andor(0,0) {..., p,... } is believed,disbe-
lieve it;

2. If andor( i ,1) {p,q,... } andq are believed, dis-
believeq .

Case 2 is the way state constraints (§5) are used.

9 (p => q) vs. whendo(p,believe(q))
When CassieW enters a room, r, she wants to remember
that she has visited it, using the propositionVisited(r) ,
and that it’s safe. One might think that this could be
done with the ruleall(r)(In(r) => {Visited(r),
Safe(r) }) . However, in that case, after being in
cell(2,3) , for example,Visited(cell(2,3)) and
Safe(cell(2,3)) would be lemmas supported by
In(cell(2,3)) , and as soon as CassieW moved to an-
other room, they would no longer be believed. Instead, this is
represented by
all(r)(Isa(r, Room) => whendo(In(r),

believe({Visited(r), Safe(r)})))

In that way, when Visited(cell(2,3)) and
Safe(cell(2,3)) are believed, they are asserted
as hypotheses, and remain so even when CassieW
moves to another room. She starts off believing that
Visited(cell(0,0)) , and ∼Visited(c) , for all
other cells,c .

10 The SNeRE Execution Cycle
An abbreviated5 version of the SNeRE execution cycle makes
use of these predefined proposition-forming functions:
• ActPlan( a1,a2 ) : A plan for performing the complex
act a1 is to perform the complex acta2 (which is usually
structured using one or more of the SNeRE control acts);
• Effect( a,p ) : An effect of performing the acta is that
the propositionp (which could be of the form∼q) will hold.

The abbreviated execution cycle is:
To perform the acta:

Use backward inference to find propositionspe such that
Effect( a,pe ) ;

if a is primitive, execute its implementation;
elseUse backward inference to find actsa2 such that

ActPlan( a,a2 ) , and perform one of them;
for all pe , performbelieve( pe) .
4We intend to extend this to a more unrestricted form of belief

revision in the future.
5We ignore preconditions in this paper, since CassieW doesn’t

use them.



wheneverdo(Feel(breeze),
withsome/3(?r, In(?r), believe(nexists(1,4,4)(c)({Adjacent(?r,c)}:{Contains(c,pit)}))))

wheneverdo(˜Feel(breeze),
withsome/3(?r,In(?r), withall/3(?c, Adjacent(?r,?c), believe(˜Contains(?c,pit)))))

wheneverdo(Smell(stench),
withsome/3(?r,In(?r), believe(nexists(1,1,4)(c)({Adjacent(?r,c)}:{Contains(c,wumpus)}))))

wheneverdo(˜Smell(stench),
withsome/3(?r,In(?r), withall/3(?c,Adjacent(?r,?c), believe(˜Contains(?c,wumpus)))))

Figure 2: Policies for what to do when CassieW senses the presence or absence of a breeze or a stench.

wheneverdo(Feel(bump),
snif({if(Facing(north), do(nothing)), if(Facing(west), do(nothing)),

else(do-all({
withsome/3(?x, In(cell(?x,?x)), withsome/3(?d, Facing(?d), assertWall(?d,?x))),
withsome/3({?x,?y}, In(cell(?x,?y)), snif({if(Facing(east),assertWall(east,?x)),

else(assertWall(south,?y))}))}))}))

Figure 3: CassieW’s policy when feeling a bump.

CassieW is naive enough to believe, as indicated here, that
all her acts are effective. Other versions of Cassie have be-
lieved the effects of their acts only when they sense them.

11 Active and Passive Perception
Perception is accomplished in GLAIR agents by the PML
performing abelieve on a proposition that some object
or phenomenon has been perceived. As mentioned in§8, this
could cause inferences to be drawn and acts to be performed
via adopted policies.

Active perception is accomplished by a sensory act,
whose performance leads to a perception. Active percep-
tion is done by CassieW with the sensory actssense-
For(stench) , senseFor(breeze) , and sense-
For(glitter) . They are combined into one complex act,
ActPlan(do(perceive), do-all(

{snif(if(˜Have(gold), senseFor(breeze))),
snif(if(˜Have(gold), senseFor(glitter))),
snif(if(Alive(wumpus), senseFor(stench)))}))

so that she bothers tosenseFor(stench) only if she
believes that the wumpus is still alive, and tosense-
For(glitter) and senseFor(breeze) only if she
doesn’t already have the gold. (As we’ll see in§15, she
doesn’t have to worry about the pits when she is on her
way home with the gold.) She starts out believing that
Alive(wumpus) and∼Have(gold) .

Upon performing senseFor( x ) , where x is ei-
ther breeze or stench , CassieW’s PMLa performs a
believe either on Feel( x ) or ∼Feel( x ) . These
trigger the policies shown in Fig. 2, and allow CassieW
to eventually locate the pits and the wumpus, if she
explores the cave sufficiently. The formulanex-
ists(i,j,k)(x)( {P(x) }: {Q(x) }) denotes the
proposition that, of thek individualsa that satisfyP(a) , at
leasti and at mostj also satisfyQ(a) [Shapiro, 1979].

Upon performing senseFor(glitter) , CassieW’s
PMLa performs abelieve either on See(glitter)
or ∼See(glitter) . Not seeing glitter is not
noteworthy, but seeing glitter triggers the policy

whendo(See(glitter), do(grab)) , so that
CassieW gets the gold as soon as she sees it. Then
she believes that she has it, because of her belief that
Effect(do(grab), Have(gold)) .

The actdo(perceive) is used in two other plans: first,
since it needs to be done whenever CassieW goes into a new
room, it is used in the planActPlan(move(forward),
snsequence(go(forward), do(perceive)))
and move(forward) is used in most other plans in-
stead of go(forward) ; and second, it is used in the
plan for get(gold) , ActPlan(get(gold), snse-
quence(do(perceive), explore(cave))) ,
which is the top-level act CassieW is asked to perform.

Passive perception happens when the PML trig-
gers a perception not in response to a sensory act.
This is the way CassieW senses bumps and the
wumpus’ scream. She reacts to the scream ac-
cording to the policy whendo(Hear(scream),
believe( ∼Alive(wumpus))) . She reacts to a
bump according to the policy shown in Figure 3. This policy
will cause CassieW to identify all the cells in the south and
east walls when she first bumps into them. (She will only
bump into the north or west walls when moving randomly
(see§13).) The twowithsome/3 instances are needed
because the SNePS Unique Variable Binding Rule[Shapiro,
1986] prevents one term from substituting for two different
variables.

CassieW identifies the south and west walls by performing
the actassertWall( d, x ) , which causes her to believe
that the column of cells just east of columnx or the row of
cells just south of rowx are not rooms, as shown in Fig. 4.

12 Dead Reckoning

CassieW knows that she starts incell(0,0) facing east,
but she has to keep track of her position and facing afterwards
by dead reckoning. She can keep track of the direction she’s
facing by her knowledge of the effects of turning:



all(x)({Isa(x,Number)}v=>{ActPlan(assertWall(east,x),
withsome/3(?i,Successor(x,?i),

withall/3(?n,Isa(?n,Number),believe(˜Isa(cell(?i,?n),Room))))),
ActPlan(assertWall(south,x),

withsome/3(?i,Successor(x,?i),
withall/3(?n,Isa(?n,Number),believe(˜Isa(cell(?n,?i),Room)))))})

Figure 4: CassieW’s plans for believing where the east and south walls are.

all(r)(In(r) => all(d)(Facing(d) => (all(r2)(Adjacent3(r,r2,d) =>
Effect(go(forward), whendo(Isa(r2,Room),

do-all({believe(In(r2)),
snif(if(˜Have(gold), withsome(?r3, VisitedFrom(r2,?r3), do(nothing),

believe(VisitedFrom(r2,r)))))})))))))

Figure 5: CassieW’s belief about the effects of going forward.

all(d,dl,dr)({Facing(d), Clockwise(dl,d),
Clockwise(d,dr)}

&=> {Effect(go(right), Facing(dr)),
Effect(go(left), Facing(dl))})

(The formula{P1,...,Pn } &=> {Q1,...,Qm } de-
notes the proposition that if all thePi are true, then so are
all theQj .)

CassieW’s belief about the effects of going forward is
shown in Fig. 5. It has three parts: 1) after going forward,
she is in the room in front of her; 2) she visited this new room
from the previous room; 3) if she earlier visited this new room
from some other room, just remember that occurrence. The
accuracy of these effects relies on the fact that, if this act of
going forward resulted in CassieW’s feeling a bump, the ef-
fects of the bumping will be believed before these effects of
going forward. Therefore, the cell in front of her will not be
a room, and these effects will not be believed. The set of
VisitedFrom( r,r1 ) beliefs (meaning “I visited roomr
from roomr1 ”) will form a trail of “crumbs” CassieW will
follow after she finds the gold (see§15). Avoiding new visits
in favor of old visits cuts loops in this trail.

Note that the constructwithsome(? x , p(? x ),
do(nothing), a) is the autoepistemic policy, performa
if you know of no?x for which you believep(? x ) .

13 Finding the Gold

CassieW’s strategy to find the gold is to explore the cave
semi-randomly. Herexplore(cave) plan uses a three-
way categorization of the rooms: rooms she has already vis-
ited are “old rooms”; rooms she has not yet visited are “new
rooms”; new rooms that she knows are safe are “safe new
rooms.” CassieW’s rule for categorizing rooms is shown in
Fig. 6. The propositionRoomType(r,r2,d) means that
r2 is of the givenRoomType, and is justd-ward of roomr .

CassieW’s semi-random exploration is further con-
trolled by her level of boredom, which is represented
by Bored( i ) , denoting the proposition “My level of
boredom is i ”, for 0 ≤ i ≤ maxb . Currently maxb
is 4, so CassieW begins with the state constraintan-
dor(1,1) {Bored(0), Bored(1), Bored(2),
Bored(3), Bored(4) } and the initial belief that

Bored(0) . She increases her level of boredom, up to
maxb , with the actdo(raiseBoredom) :
ActPlan(do(raiseBoredom),

snif(if(˜Bored(4),
withsome/3(?n1, Bored(?n1),

withsome/3(?n2,Successor(?n1,?n2),
believe(Bored(?n2)))))))

CassieW’s plan for exploring the cave is shown in Figure 7.
If she can move to a safe new room, she’ll do that, and set
her boredom level to 0; if she can’t find such a room, and
she’s not totally bored, she’ll go to an old room (she needn’t
do(perceive) there), and increase her boredom level; if
she can’t find a safe new room, and she’s totally bored, she’ll
move to any new room (even though she might die), and set
her boredom level to 0; in any other case, she’ll make a ran-
dom move. After making one move, CassieW continues ex-
ploring.

CassieW makes a random move by going forward 50% of
the time, and right or left 25% of the time each. However,
moving randomly is boring:
ActPlan(do(random), snsequence(

prdo-one({pract(50,move(forward)),
pract(25,go(right)),
pract(25,go(left))}),

do(raiseBoredom))).

CassieW’s plan forexplore(cave) uses the act
turn( d) , whered is some direction. CassieW’s plans for
turning are shown in Fig. 8

14 Shooting the Wumpus
CassieW does not go to any particular effort to try to shoot
the wumpus. She explores the cave, looking for the gold. If
she happens to locate the wumpus before getting the gold,
she adopts the policy that if she happens to be in a room in
the same row or column as the wumpus, then, if she still has
her arrow, she should turn toward the wumpus and shoot:
{˜Have(gold), Alive(wumpus)} &=> {

all(r,d)(WumpusAhead(r,d) =>
whendo(In(r), snif(if(Have(arrow),

snsequence(turn(d),do(shoot))))))}

WumpusAhead(r,d ) denotes the proposition that the
wumpus is somewhered-ward of room r . It can be



all(r)(Isa(r,Room) => all(r2,d)({Adjacent3(r,r2,d), Isa(r2,Room)} &=> {
(Visited(r2) => OldRoom(r,r2,d)),
{˜Visited(r2)} v=> {NewNextRoom(r,r2,d), Safe(r2) => SafeNewRoom(r,r2,d)}}))

Figure 6: CassieW’s rule for categorizing rooms.

˜Have(gold) => (all(r1)(In(r1) => ActPlan(explore(cave),
snsequence(withsome({?r2,?d1}, SafeNewRoom(r1,?r2,?d1),

snsequence3(turn(?d1), move(forward), believe(Bored(0))),
snif({if(Bored(4), withsome({?r3,?d2}, NewNextRoom(r1,?r3,?d2),

snsequence3(turn(?d2), move(forward), believe(Bored(0))),
do(random))),

else(withsome({?r3,?d2}, OldRoom(r1,?r3,?d2),
snsequence3(turn(?d2), go(forward), do(raiseBoredom)),
do(random)))})),

explore(cave)))))

Figure 7: CassieW’s plan for exploring the cave.

inferred from propositions of the formLocationA-
head( r,d,r1 ) , which denotes the proposition that room
r1 is somewhered-ward of roomr , and is the transitive clo-
sure ofAdjacent3 :

all(r,d,r1)(Adjacent3(r,r1,d)
=> LocationAhead(r,d,r1))

all(r,d,r1,r2)({LocationAhead(r,d,r1),
LocationAhead(r1,d,r2)}

&=> {LocationAhead(r,d,r2)})
all(r1)(Contains(r1, wumpus) =>

(all(d,r2)(LocationAhead(r2,d,r1)
=> WumpusAhead(r2,d))))

CassieW initially believes that Have(arrow) .
An effect of shooting is that she no longer has it:
Effect(do(shoot), ∼Have(arrow)) .

15 Getting Home
As soon as CassieW believes she has the gold, she
changes theexplore(cave) plan to one of finding
home:Have(gold) => ActPlan(explore(cave),
find(home)) . Her plan for finding home, shown in Fig. 9
is to go back the way she came, using herVisitedFrom
beliefs as “crumbs” (see§11), picking them up as she goes,
and stopping when she reachescell(0,0) . She doesn’t
need todo(perceive) on her way home.

16 Results
We ran a series of trials withmaxx = maxy = 6, and the
width and height of the cave each independently4±1. We ran
enough trials so that there were 10 cases of each of 3 types: P
— it is possible for CassieW to get to the gold moving only
into safe rooms; I — it is impossible for CassieW to get to the
gold; PS — the gold is perceptually screened from CassieW,
i.e., she can get the gold only by taking a risky move. The
average scores are shown in the table below.

Type Nwon AvgWon Nlost AvgLost Avg
P 9 985.0 1 -2023.0 684.2

PS 2 982.0 8 -2006.5 -1408.8
I 0 10 -2008.5 -2008.5

17 Conclusions
The SNePS/SNeRE knowledge representation, reasoning and
acting system provides an expressive language for building
agents that perform integrated first-person, on-line reasoning
and acting. GLAIR is an effective architecture for building
such agents. CassieW, a wumpus world agent, is an excellent
example of the use of GLAIR and SNePS/SNeRE.
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